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however young, to organize his work in units of subject-
matter than in units of time. l History i hr.', writes the
child on his tune-table and he nils in a good part of the
hour looking at the clock. ' I must do this Long Parlia-
ment business before I can come and help you/ said a child
of ten and he did it 1 It took him fifty minutes of steady
application. Even some university students seem to think
that it is worthy to spend a long time on a subject, especially
if it is distasteful. Surely the very opposite practice is
praiseworthy. If the work must be done, it must be done
and the more effectively one concentrates the sooner one
can get to more congenial tasks.
Routine is a great aid to acquiring the habit of con-
centrated work—fixed hours, not too long, silent rooms,
and some add * work type' of furniture. There again
people vary. A works as well out of doors as indoors, no
matter how unconventional the setting, provided there is
not an undue amount of wind; B can only work in one
room and thinks of work in the garden as an impossibility.
But on the whole children and young people work better
in rooms specially adapted for the purpose—with comfort-
able but not easy chairs, desks at the right height and the
air of steady work that we all sense easily.
(2) I have taken the question of finding one's best rate,
time and conditions of work first, because adult students
seem t© be curiously ignorant about these questions and,
indeed, lacking the most beggarly elements of knowledge
concerning the best methods of doing concentrated work.
But perhaps for teachers it is most important to realize
that interest is the essential condition for concentrated
attention, and so for purposive education. At first the
child will concentrate all his effort on satisfying his innate
tendencies—fear, curiosity, desire to build, or to assert
himself, &c. From the earliest days a difference can be
noticed in their power of attention or concentration—one
diild playing with his bricks for an hour while another is

